Sentence encoders, which produce sentence embeddings using neural networks, are typically evaluated by how well they transfer to downstream tasks. This includes semantic similarity, an important task in natural language understanding. Although there has been much work dedicated to building sentence encoders, the accompanying transfer learning techniques have received relatively little attention. In this paper, we propose a transfer learning setting specialized for semantic similarity, which we refer to as direct network transfer. Through experiments on several standard text similarity datasets, we show that applying direct network transfer to existing encoders can lead to state-of-the-art performance. Additionally, we compare several approaches to transfer sentence encoders to semantic similarity tasks, showing that the choice of transfer learning setting greatly affects the performance in many cases, and differs by encoder and dataset.
Introduction
In recent years, with the rise of neural networks, word embeddings or distributional word representations have become relatively mature and essential in many NLP tasks. On the other hand, creating sentence embeddings remains a difficult problem. Since the meaning of sentences depends not only on the individual words but also on the sequence of and interactions between words, there has been increasing interest in compositional models to embed sentences, or sentence encoders.
Sentence encoders are usually evaluated on downstream tasks such as sentiment analysis (Pang and Lee, 2004) , opinion mining (Hu and Liu, 2004) , and semantic similarity. Semantic similarity, or relating short texts in a semantic space -be those phrases, sentences or short paragraphs -is a task that requires systems to determine the degree of equivalence between the underlying semantics of the two texts. 1 Although relatively easy for humans, this task remains one of the most difficult natural language understanding problems, receiving significant interest from the research community. For instance, from 2012 to 2017, the International Workshop on Semantic Evaluation (SemEval) has been holding a shared task called Semantic Textual Similarity (STS) (Agirre et al., 2012) , dedicated to tackling this problem, with around 100 team submissions each year (Table 1) . While word embeddings have achieved near human-level performance on some word-level semantic similarity tasks , measuring the degree of equivalence in the underlying semantics of paired texts represents a challenging problem in NLP. There are two major methods that are typically used to compute the semantic similarity of two sentences. The first is to encode each sentence into a fixed-length vector independently before computing the similarity between them. A wide range of approaches have been used to generate the sentence embeddings, such as unsupervised encoders (Kiros et al., 2015) , supervised encoders (Conneau et al., 2017) and translationbased approaches trained on multilingual corpora (Hill et al., 2014) . The second major approach is to jointly take both sentences as input, using interactions between sentences (e.g., alignments, attention or other features like word overlap) to produce the similarity score (Tian et al., 2017) . While these joint approaches have been successful, one advantage of the independent method is that the produced embeddings can be used in downstream tasks where the representation of a single sentence is required. Since we study how sentence encoders transfer to semantic similarity tasks, we focus on the first approach.
A typical compositional sentence encoder consists of two components: a word embedding matrix, which is a mapping between words and fixedlength vectors, and an encoder, which takes a sequence of word embeddings and outputs a single sentence embedding. 2 During initial training, the word embedding matrix is usually initialized with pre-trained word embeddings, while the encoder is learned via a large corpus. The sentence embeddings produced by the encoder can then be used to evaluate on semantic similarity tasks. When transferring to these tasks, a classifier is often added on top of the encoder to produce the predicted similarity score. Each of the three components has its own set of network parameters, denoted as wem, enc and cla (Figure 1) .
Transfer learning for semantic similarity tasks is typically implemented by fixing the weights of a pre-trained network and adding an additional classifier on top, which is trained on the downstream dataset. However, we propose direct network transfer, a new transfer setting in which a model is directly trained to optimize the measure of similarity between sentence embeddings (changing cla to cosine in Figure 1 ) rather than treating similarity prediction as a regression task. In this setting, the model parameters (wem and enc) are updated through back-propagation, effectively tuning the sentence encoder itself rather than learning a transformation of a fixed, pre-trained representation. By experimenting with various combinations of sentence encoders and semantic similarity datasets, we show that, in many cases, direct network transfer is superior to learning an additional output layer, i.e, cla.
This paper makes two key contributions. First, we propose a novel transfer learning setting specifically designed for semantic similarity tasks called direct network transfer, with which we achieve state-of-the-art results on the STS Benchmark (Cer et al., 2017) and the Human Activity Phrase dataset (Wilson and Mihalcea, 2017) . After experimenting with many combinations of sentence encoders and semantic similarity datasets, we find that direct network transfer outperforms existing transfer settings in most cases. Second, we compare a range of transfer learning settings for semantic similarity using some of the best sentence encoders to date across an array of datasets, and we explain the patterns by which the performances vary. We also explore the details of the transfer learning architecture by proposing transfer related hyperparameters and recommendations on how to choose them.
Following Pan and Yang (2010), we denote the source dataset that a sentence encoder has trained on as S (usually large), and the semantic similarity target dataset as T (usually small). There are typically three settings of transferring a sentence encoder to a semantic similarity task.
Unsupervised evaluation
The model is only trained on S and then evaluated on T . During evaluation, some distance metric is calculated between the embeddings of two sentences as the predicted score. In this setting, wem and enc are frozen, meaning that they do not receive gradients and are not updated, and cla does not exist. Technically, no transfer learning is applied.
Feature transfer
The model is first trained on S, learning wem and enc in the process. When transferring to T , a classifier with randomly initialized weights is trained to make predictions using the sentence embeddings produced by the encoder as input features. This is equivalent to using a new model whose wem and enc are initialized as learned in S and whose cla is initialized randomly. In this setting, wem and enc are frozen and only cla is updated while training on T .
Network transfer
This setting is also commonly called fine-tuning (Razavian et al., 2014) . Like feature transfer, the model is trained on both S and T and evaluated on T , and a classifier is added on top to produce the predicted score. However, while training on T , in addition to learning the cla parameters, either enc or both wem and enc are updated, while the other parameters are frozen.
Although most sentence encoders have been built with the goal of transferring to downstream tasks, the methodology of transfer learning itself is inconsistent (Mou et al., 2016 ). There has not been a consensus on which transfer learning setting to use with sentence encoders for semantic similarity tasks ( Table 2 ). The two semantic similarity datasets popularly used for sentence embedding evaluation are SICK Relatedness and SemEval STS. Among sentence encoders that evaluate on these two tasks within three years, SIF on GloVE (Arora et al., 2016) and ParaNMT (Wiet-SICK STS (Cer et al., 2018) UE - (Logeswaran and Lee, 2018) FT - (Pagliardini et al., 2017) UE UE (Wieting and Gimpel, 2017b ) UE UE (Conneau et al., 2017) NT NT (Wieting and Gimpel, 2017a) FT UE (Arora et al., 2016) FT UE FT, NT UE (Kiros et al., 2015) -- ing and Gimpel, 2017a) use unsupervised evaluation on STS but use feature transfer on SICK; InferSent (Conneau et al., 2017) use feature transfer on both; GRAN (Wieting and Gimpel, 2017b) and Sent2vec (Pagliardini et al., 2017) use unsupervised evaluation on both; Paragram is the only work, to our knowlege, that experiments on both feature transfer and network transfer for both datasets; Cer et al. (2018) use unsupervised evaluation while Logeswaran and Lee (2018) use feature transfer on SICK, but they do not evaluate on STS.
Direct Network Transfer
We propose a novel transfer learning setting called direct network transfer specialized for semantic similarity tasks, in which the cosine similarity of sentence embedding pairs is directly used in the loss function during transfer learning. This is not to be confused with a similar approach known as fine-tuning or network transfer, in which embeddings are inputs to a logistic regression model (discussed in more detail later).
Motivation
Transferring to semantic similarity is unlike transferring to other downstream tasks in that the sentence embeddings already carry some information about similarity geometrically, expressed by the distance between vectors. For this reason, it is not necessary to have logistic regression layers to transform the embeddings. Instead, a fixed distance metric between the two embedding vectors can be used to produce a similarity score. Not only simpler, direct network transfer might also allow sentence encoders to optimize distance between embeddings -not just the embeddings themselves -leading to more effective transfer.
Definition
Following the notation introduced in the Related Work section, the model is trained on both S and T and evaluated on T . Cosine similarity is calculated between the embeddings of two sentences as the prediction, meaning there is no classifier as in network transfer or feature transfer. While training on T , some or all of wem and enc are updated while the rest are frozen. The optimization goal is that the cosine similarity of sentence embeddings should be close to the normalized annotated score. We normalize the annotated scores in each dataset to [0, 1], with more discussion on normalization below. With sentence embeddings h L and h R , the loss is calculated as:
where m is the number of pairs in a batch, k indicates the k-th sentence pair and y is the normalized annotated score.
Setup
We evaluate various sentence encoders under various transfer settings on a collection of semantic similarity target datasets.
Datasets
Each semantic similarity dataset typically consists of a set of sentence pairs, with an annotated similarity score for each pair. The task is defined as follows: a model takes a pair of sentences as input and predicts the similarity score. Then, a correlation coefficient (Pearson's r or Spearman's ρ) is calculated between the predicted scores and the annotated scores for all pairs. The goal is to maximize this correlation coefficient.
We consider the following datasets, which are popular in sentence encoder literature. STS Benchmark (Cer et al., 2017) : a selection of the English datasets used in the STS tasks organized by SemEval 2012 -2017, designed to be a standard benchmark for the evaluation of text similarity systems 3 . The annotated scores range from 0 to 5, and results are reported in terms of Pearson's r. There are 5749 pairs in the train split, 1500 in the development split and 1379 in the test split. SICK relatedness (Marelli et al., 2014) : the Sentences Involving Compositional Knowledge benchmark, which includes a large number of sentence pairs that are rich in the lexical, syntactic and semantic phenomena specifically designed to test the ability of systems to model semantic compositionality. Each pair is annotated for semantic relatedness with scores ranging from 1 to 5, and Pearson's r is used for evaluation. There are 4439 pairs in the train split, 495 in the development split and 4906 in the test split. STS 2012 (Agirre et al., 2012) : the first Semantic Textual Similarity (STS) shared task to examine the degree of semantic equivalence between two sentences in Semantic Evaluation (SemEval). Compared to the other years of SemEval STS tasks, this particular one has both training and testing data while the tasks from other years only provide testing data, making STS 2012 ideal for transfer learning evaluation. The annotated scores range from 0 to 5, and Pearson's r is used. There are 2234 pairs in the original train split in which we use 234 as the development split and the rest as the train split, and 1959 in the test split.
While the datasets above focus on general textual similarity, we also include some focusing on fine-grained semantic similarity. Human Activity Phrase (Wilson and Mihalcea, 2017): a collection of pairs of phrases describing human activities, annotated in four different dimensions, treated as separate tasks: Similarity (SIM): The degree to which the two activity phrases describe the same thing, semantic similarity in a strict sense. Example of high similarity phrases: to watch a film and to see a movie. Relatedness (REL): The degree to which the activities are related to one another, a general semantic association between two phrases. Example of strongly related phrases: to give a gift and to receive a present. Motivational Alignment (MA): The degree to which the activities are (typically) done with similar motivations. Example of phrases with potentially similar motivations: to eat dinner with family members and to visit relatives. Perceived Actor Congruence (PAC): The degree to which the activities are expected to be done by the same type of person. An example of a pair with a high PAC score: to pack a suitcase and to travel to another state. The annotated scores range from 0 to 4 for SIM, REL and MA (unipolar scales), and −2 to 2 for PAC (bipolar scale), and Spearman's ρ is used for evaluation. There are 1000 pairs in the dataset. Since this test set is already small, we collected 1373 additional annotated pairs of human activity phrases in the same format as this dataset, randomly choosing 1000 for training and 373 for development. 4 We then treat the original 1000 pairs as a held-out test set so that our results are directly comparable with those previously reported. Short Answer Grading Dataset (Mohler et al., 2011) : a collection of student and instructor answers to questions on assignments and examinations in a Data Structures course. The student answers were independently graded by two human judges based on their consistency with the instructor answers. For this dataset, a training instance consists a student/instructor answer pair and a graded score. The annotated scores range from 0 to 5, and Pearson's r is used for evaluation. There are 2273 pairs in the dataset which come from 10 assignments and 2 exams. We randomly sample 1460 pairs from the assignments as the train split, use the rest (500 pairs) as the development split, and use the exams (552 pairs) as the test split. This is not directly comparable to the results reported in the paper of this dataset, as they used 12-fold cross-validation which became too computationally expensive to fully replicate when training deep neural networks.
Models
We experiment on the following pre-trained sentence encoders, which have recently achieved state-of-the-art results on various downstream tasks, including semantic similarity. Infersent (Conneau et al., 2017) : a bi-directional LSTM with max pooling trained on the Stanford Natural Language Inference (SNLI) dataset (Bowman et al., 2015) and Multi-Genre Natural Language Inference corpus (Williams et al., 2017) . Gated Recurrent Averaging Network (GRAN) (Wieting and Gimpel, 2017b ): a paraphrastic compositional model that combines LSTM and averaging word embeddings, trained on sentence pairs obtained by aligning Simple English to standard English Wikipedia (Simple-Wiki dataset) (Coster and Kauchak, 2011) . BiLTSM-Avg (Wieting and Gimpel, 2017a,b) : a bi-directional LSTM model that averages all hid-den vectors to generate the sentence embedding which has a large dimension of 4096, trained on the back-translated Czeng1.6 corpus (Bojar et al., 2016 ) (PARANMT-50M).
Other Transfer Settings
As discussed in Related Work, there are typically three transfer settings given a sentence encoder and a target dataset. In addition to our new direct network transfer setting described before, we also compare the three other settings: unsupervised evaluation, feature transfer, and network transfer. The implementation details are as follows. Unsupervised evaluation: the pre-trained sentence encoder is directly applied to evaluate on the semantic similarity datasets without any further training, using cosine similarity to produce similarity scores. Feature transfer: we use the code from SentEval 5 which follows the methods of Tai et al. (2015) . The sentence embeddings produced by the sentence encoder are used as fixed input features to a classifier consisting of a dense layer and a softmax layer. Given a score for a sentence pair in the range [1, K], where K is an integer, with sentence embeddings h L and h R , and model parameters θ, we compute:
where
are parameters of the layers, r T = [1, 2 . . . K], andŷ is the predicted score. To encode the annotated score as a distribution, a sparse target distribution p is defined such that it satisfies y = r T p where y is the annotated score:
The mean squared error loss (used by SentEval) or the Kullback-Leibler divergence loss (used by Tai et al. (2015) ) is calculated between p andp θ : where m is the number of pairs in a batch and k indicates the k-th sentence pair. We compare the performances using both loss functions. Network transfer: instead of using sentence embeddings as fixed input features, the word embedding matrix and encoder which produce the sentence embeddings, alongside the classifier, constitute an end-to-end model. In this model, all three sets of parameters (wem, enc, cla) can be updated (receiving gradients) or frozen (not receiving gradients). We compare two scenarios: 1. all three are updated, and 2. only wem is frozen. We do not report the results of only freezing enc because they are higher layers of the neural network and freezing them without also freezing wem leads to undesirable performance. A comparison of the transfer settings discussed is in Table 3 .
Experiments
To understand how the choice of transfer setting plays a significant role in transfer learning of sentence encoders on semantic similarity tasks and how direct network transfer performs compared to other settings, we experiment on each combination of dataset, model and transfer setting outlined above.
Experimental Details
In each experiment, we use Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) as optimizer and tune the batch size over {32, 64}, the learning rate over {0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001} and the number of epochs over {10, 30, 50}. For each dataset in the rest of this paper, we tune these hyperparameters on the development set. When the transfer setting is feature transfer, network transfer or direct network transfer, we experiment with both MSE loss and KL Divergence loss and both freezing and updating word embedding matrix weights. However, the architecture of InferSent uses a fixed word embedding matrix, meaning that it has to be frozen. We use early stopping as regularization. All hyperparameters not mentioned maintain their values from the original code.
Comparison of Transfer Settings
The results are shown in Table 4 . First and foremost, out of 24 combinations of sentence encoders and semantic similarity datasets, direct network transfer outperforms all other transfer settings in 16 cases, with a correlation coefficient difference smaller than .002 being counted as a tie. In 6 out of the 8 datasets, the best results overall are achieved with direct network transfer. State-ofthe-art results are obtained when using direct network transfer with BiLSTM-Avg on STS Benchmark and with InferSent on all dimensions of Human Activity Phrase dataset. For general semantic similarity datasets including STS Benchmark, SICK and STS 12, direct network transfer performs on par with other settings in most combinations. For fine-grained datasets including the Human Activity Phrase dataset and Short Answer Grading dataset, direct network transfer outperforms all other settings in all but one case. This is valuable because being able to adapt to finegrained and more difficult tasks shows that the model is able to capture semantic relationships that are more delicate than general similarity.
Among the other transfer settings, unsupervised evaluation only produces the best result in 2 out of 24 combinations. This shows that in most cases, not training on the target dataset during transfer learning is undesirable, more so if the target domain is greatly different from the source domain. For example, with InferSent on Short Answer Grading, the Pearson's r increases by at least .529 when using any transfer setting that makes use of target training data. Due to the usually small size of target data, training on them is likely fast and fruitful. Therefore, unsupervised evaluation should only be used as a baseline when selecting transfer settings, unless there is no training data available in the target domain.
Feature transfer is a versatile setting that can be used with almost any downstream task. In the specific case of semantic similarity, however, our results indicate that it is often not the most effective setting. When transferring both BiLSTM-Avg and GRAN to the Human Activities dataset, feature Although network transfer is similar to direct network transfer, it is slower to train due to the extra parameters used to learn the classifier. Though it does lead to good performance on STS Benchmark, SICK and STS 12, it is not as competitive when it comes to fine-grained semantic similarity datasets such as Human Activity Phrase dataset and Short Answer Grading dataset.
Annotated Score Normalization
Direct network transfer requires normalization of the annotated scores (y in Equation 1), since we want to optimize the cosine similarity between embeddings to be close to that value. Though cosine similarity values fall in the range [−1, 1], we observe that the embedding vectors are mostly non-negative, a trend that has also been noted for word embeddings (Mimno and Thompson, 2017) . As a result, in Table 4 we normalize the annotated scores in each datasets to [0, 1] . However, we also compare the effect of normalizing to [−1, 1].
As shown in Table 5 , normalizing to [0, 1] is almost always superior except when the task is perceived actor congruence (PAC) of the Human Activity Phrase dataset, where normalizing to [−1, 1] is preferred for most combinations. One possible explanation is that in this dataset, while a similarity (SIM) score (in the range of [0, 4]) of 0 suggests that two activities are semantically unrelated, a PAC score (in the range of [−2, 2]) of −2 suggests that two activities are very unlikely to be done often by the same type of person (e.g., "have dinner with friends" and "eat dinner by oneself"), and so these pairs may actually exhibit a degree of semantic relatedness. If the score is normalized to [0, 1], −2 is transformed to 0 meaning the two embedding vectors are pushed to be orthogonal, which is not desired. However, this choice is highly specific to datasets and practically should be tuned as a hyperparameter.
Effect of Freezing Lower Layers
When transferring weights between neural networks, it is standard practice to sometimes freeze the lower layers and only update the higher layers to avoid both overfitting and catastrophic forgetting (Kirkpatrick et al., 2017) . This is possible with network transfer and direct network transfer, as the encoder is being updated via backpropagation. For each combination using these two settings, we consider both freezing and updating the word embedding matrix.
As shown in Table 4 , there is no clear pattern on whether freezing or updating wem is better. In most combinations, the differences between the two options are practically insignificant. Though freezing wem theoretically results in fewer parameters to update and faster training, practically we found the difference in training time to be negligible, hence the choice between the two options should be tuned as a hyperparameter.
Effect of Loss Functions
Unlike direct network transfer, which outputs a prediction as a real-valued cosine similarity, feature transfer and network transfer output a probability distribution over all score ranges, and thus there is a choice for loss function between MSE loss and KL-divergence loss (Equation 2).
As shown in Table 4 , there is no clear pattern on whether MSE loss or KL-divergence loss is better. For InferSent, the difference between using the two losses are more significant than the other two models, especially on the Human Activity Phrase dataset. Practically, the choice between the two losses should be tuned as a hyperparameter.
Effect of Domains
It has been standard practice to use feature transfer when the source and target domains are similar, and use network transfer when the source and target domains are dissimilar 6 . Such pattern can be seen when transferring InferSent to SICK using network transfer, where the source and target domains are both captions and many of the pairs exhibit textual entailment or contradiction relationships (Wieting and Gimpel, 2017a) . However, all three sentence encoders that we consider are trained on large corpora whose domains are hard to classify, and the pattern is unclear in other combinations.
Conclusion and Future Work
We choose 3 sentence encoders, 8 semantic similarity tasks and 29 different transfer learning settings and evaluate on the performance on every combination. We propose a novel setting, direct network transfer, which achieve state-of-the-art on 5 tasks and outperforms all other settings in the majority of combinations. In addition, we systematically explore detailed changes that can be made to the transfer settings and discuss how they affect performance.
Despite the success of direct network transfer, this work only compares models based on LSTM, which is a typical choice of architecture for sentence encoders. It would be worth exploring if direct network transfer also performs well when transferring non-LSTM based models to new datasets and domains. Furthermore, this work only considers semantic similarity tasks. Future work should explore transferring to other downstream tasks such as sentiment prediction or text retrieval.
